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1 Introduction

Whilst astronomy as a science is historically founded on observationsat optical wavelengths,
studying the Universe in other bands has yielded remarkable discoveries, from pulsars in the
radio, signatures of the Big Bang at submm wavelengths, through to high energy emission from
accreting, gravitationally-compact objects and the discovery ofgamma-ray bursts. Unsurpris-
ingly, the result of combining multiple wavebands leads to an enormousincrease in diagnostic
power, but powerful insights can be lost when the sources studiedvary on timescales shorter
than the temporal separation between observations in di�erent bands. In July 2015, the work-
shop \Paving the way to simultaneous multi-wavelength astronomy"was held as a concerted
e�ort to address this at the Lorentz Center, Leiden. It was attended by 50 astronomers from
diverse �elds as well as the directors and sta� of observatories and spaced-based missions. This
community white paper has been written with the goal of disseminating the �ndings of that
workshop by providing a concise review of the �eld of multi-wavelength astronomy covering
a wide range of important source classes, the problems associatedwith their study and the
solutions we believe need to be implemented for the future of observational astronomy. We
hope that this paper will both stimulate further discussion and raiseoverall awareness within
the community of the issues faced in a developing, important �eld.

� m.j.middleton@soton.ac.uk
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2 Multi-wavelength astrophysics

A great deal has been learnt from the combination of multiple observing bands and it is im-
portant for the sake of context, to review some of the insights which have been gained. In
what follows we summarise (although we note that this is not exhaustive) some of the major
science results obtained for a number of classes of astrophysicalsource and highlight important
examples of what could be learnt from coordinated `simultaneous' observing.

2.1 Active galactic nuclei

The combination of emission from the accretion disc surrounding thesupermassive black hole
(SMBH, peaking in the optical/UV/soft X-rays depending on the black hole mass, accretion
rate and spin) with that of the corona (emitting in the X-rays to soft  -rays) and jets that
cool via synchrotron (extending from the low frequency radio up to the near-IR) and inverse
Compton (IC, emitting into the  -rays) results in a spectral energy distribution (SED) that
covers several decades in frequency. Studies of active galactic nuclei (AGN) that utilise the
lever arm of multiple wavebands have provided insights into the nature of accretion onto their
SMBHs including the coupling of inow and outow in the fundamental plane (where the
energy in the jet is related to the SMBH mass and the accretion luminosity: Merloni, Heinz
& Di Matteo 2003; Falcke, K•ording & Marko� 2004; Plotkin et al. 2012), the prevalence of
line-driven winds and their location (revealed by blue-shifted absorption lines from the UV to
X-rays, e.g. Kaastra et al. 2014; Tombesi et al. 2015; Parker et al. 2017), the size of the
accretion disc (Fausnaugh et al. 2016) and, in the case of our nearest SMBH, Sgr A� , how
accretion operates at the very lowest (quiescent) rates.

Besides the radiating plasma local to (or launched from near to) theSMBH, optical contin-
uum emission overlaid with narrow and broad emission lines, their polarisation and the presence
of a surrounding torus of dense molecular gas and dust { which reprocesses incident X-rays into
IR emission { has led to the uni�ed model of AGN (Antonucci & Miller 1985; Antonucci 1993).
Notably at large inclinations to the observer, the X-ray emission from the central source is di-
minished until high energies where the absorption opacity through the torus drops; high energy
missions such asINTEGRAL, Swift and most recentlyNuSTAR have helped de�ne the popu-
lation of such Compton-thick AGN (typical estimates indicate a fraction of � 20% at redshifts
< 0.1: Koss et al. 2016) with the relative fraction providing a crude indicator of the covering
fraction of the torus.

The interaction between the optical broad-line emitting clouds and the central radiation
source has allowed the mass of the SMBH to be measured via reverberation techniques (see
the review of Peterson 2014). The latter has played a major role in helping understand the
connection between the SMBH and the host galaxy, notably that the SMBH mass appears
to be tightly correlated with the velocity dispersion of stars in the central bulge (the MBH -�
relation, e.g. Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000), the galaxy mass (Magorrian
et al. 1998) and dark matter halo mass (e.g. Bogdan & Goulding 2015). Such remarkable
correlations demand that the SMBH and galaxy co-evolved throughthe process of `feedback'
where the jets and winds revealed by multi-wavelength studies interact with the host, shutting
o� (or triggering) star-formation and dispensing momentum (see the review of Fabian 2012).
The role and impact of feedback is beautifully illustrated in galaxy clusters where gas falls onto



the central, largest SMBH with jets returning hot gas and therebyenriching the intra-cluster
medium (ICM). The presence of shock fronts as well as synchrotron cavities inated by jets
indicate that large amounts of material and energy is being injectedinto the local environment
(see Fabian 2012 and Figure 1 from McNamara et al. 2009).

Figuring out how the relativistic jets in AGN are launched is a true multi-wavelength en-
deavour. The process can arguably be best studied in the so-calledbroad-line radio galaxies
(BLRGs). Due to their inclination, this type of radio-loud AGN allows usto see both the emis-
sion from the AGN accretion ow and the jet emission at thesametime. The evolution in the
jet is tracked in the radio and -rays and the accretion disc in the UV/optical band, and �nally
the coronal emission can be observed in the X-ray band. Studying all these di�erent emission
components simultaneously in the BLRG 3C 120 has led to our currentpicture of jet formation
in these sources (Marscher et al. 2002; Chatterjee et al. 2009; Loh�nk et al. 2013) as shown in
Figure 1 (Loh�nk et al. 2013): a new jet knot is ejected as the innerpart of the accretion disc
is evacuated (perhaps magnetically disrupted or accreted on a rapid viscous timescale). This
is then followed by the accretion disc resettling as the knot propagates further outward. Later,
the process repeats itself steadily ejecting new knots into the jetevery few months { a timescale
much faster than any expected viscous timescale of a thin accretion disc but easily observable.
Verifying the existence of this jet cycle in other sources has been challenging because of the
lack of simultaneous observations but some supporting evidence for similar behaviour has been
found (Chatterjee et al. 2011).

Whilst the feeding of the central SMBH in galaxy clusters may progress via mergers or
accreted gas from the ICM, how AGN in �eld galaxies are generally fedis not entirely clear.
However, once again, multi-wavelength observations can help: themisalignment of jet (revealed
at radio to IR frequencies) and host galaxy's stellar disc (studied in the optical) would imply
that mergers fuel the majority of sources (Kinney et al. 2000) whilst the misalignment of the
sub-pc disc with the host galaxy as revealed via X-ray spectroscopy would seem to con�rm
that at least some proportion of the AGN population are not likely to be fed via a galactic disc
(Middleton et al. 2016).

What coordinated observing could reveal:

Given the discovery of an apparent disc-jet coupling cycle occurring far faster than expected
from viscous timescales in 3C 120 (Loh�nk et al. 2013), simultaneousmonitoring on the
timescales of weeks-months of such systems across IR-optical-UV-X-rays holds the promise of
revealing how jets from such AGN are launched.

Whilst we cannot realistically hope to resolve the sub-pc accretion disc in AGN with cur-
rent instrumentation, the inow has recently been mapped using time lags which probe the
reprocessing of variable illumination spanning the optical to X-rays (e.g. McHardy et al. 2014;
Edelson et al. 2015). This is a powerful technique and requires simultaneity between bands
on timescales of less than that of the time lag; as this is a light travel time, simultaneity on
timescales of< hours is often required (extending to day timescales for the largest size scales).

2.1.1 Blazars

In the framework of the AGN uni�cation scheme, blazars are radio{loud systems with jets
oriented close to the observer's line-of-sight. Blazers demonstrate emission extending from
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Figure 1: Left: from McNamara et al. (2009) showing the inner 700 kpc of the cluster
MS0735.6+7421 with the hot gas in X-rays (blue), central galaxy in I-band (white), and jets
in the radio (red). Such jets redistribute energy released via accretion onto the central SMBH
and are responsible for the heating of the gas (see the review of Fabian 2012). Right: from
Loh�nk et al. (2013) showing the proposed jet cycle in AGN (based on 3C 120) where at 1) the
accretion disc is full, 2) the inner disc becomes unstable, 3) a jet is formed, 4) the disc re�lls.
(see Loh�nk et al. 2013 for more detail). Probing this cycle in depth and in other sources is
expected to require simultaneity on the order of weeks-months (faster than might be predicted
for the viscous timescale in a thin disc).

radio to  -rays (even up to TeV energies) with a double-humped SED whose origin is believed
to be the boosted non-thermal emission from the relativistic jet. The synchrotron emission from
energetic electrons in a tangled magnetic �eld accounts for the low energy bump of the SED.
The high energy emission is commonly explained in leptonic models due to IC scattering o�
relativistic electrons in the jet by a seed photon �eld which can originate from the synchrotron
emission itself (synchrotron self-Compton, SSC) or from a sourceexternal to the jet such as
the disc, the broad-line region or the molecular torus.

Noticeable advances in the data collection for several blazars havebeen achieved during
the last nine years, mainly due to unprecedented observations in -rays by AGILE and Fermi.
The continuous monitoring of the -ray sky performed byFermi with its large area telescope
(LAT) revealed that thousands of blazars emit at very high energies. This increased sample
has stimulated the synergy among di�erent groups working with ground-based telescopes and
satellites from radio up to TeV energies e.g. the GASP-WEBT network(created to support both
AGILE and Fermi observations of blazars with radio/IR/optical follow-up) and the SMARTs
blazar programme.

High-resolution radio images at 43 GHz and optical polarization monitoring available for a
sample of blazars detected in -rays are providing important diagnostics for the mechanisms of
the injection of material into the jet and the topology of the magnetic �eld lines. In addition,
Swift is playing a key role in the X-rays thanks to the rapid response to `target of opportu-
nity' requests (ToOs) and the advantage of immediately public data. These data provide an
important bridge to connect source properties at lower energy with those in  -rays.



Figure 2: Multi-wavelength light curves of the blazar, 3C 279, in the high activity state detected
between 2013 December and 2014 April. From the top to bottom: -ray data above 100 MeV
from Fermi-LAT; X-ray (0.5-5 keV) data from Swift-XRT; optical data from Swift-UVOT,
SMARTS and Kanata; optical polarization measurements from Kanata (degree and electric
vector polarization angle) and mm (230 GHz) ux densities from SMA and ALMA. This dataset
points out the importance of the long-term monitoring in di�erent energy bands to investigate
the presence (or lack) of correlated variability between the synchrotron and IC peaks. In
addition, ToOs in the most intense activity periods are crucial to detect variability on shorter
timescales. Adapted from Hayashida et al. (2015).



The multi-wavelength coordinated blazar programs described above have challenged the
standard model; it was usually thought that the bulk of the -ray emission was produced close
(sub-parsec scale) to the SMBH, but some multi-wavelength data suggest that it may instead
be produced at larger distances (pc scale from the SMBH, Marscher et al. 2011). Indeed, all
of the presently available diagnostics lead to a scenario which is very complex and di�cult to
interpret, mainly because of the di�culties in reconciling the following:

� A lack of a sharp cuto� in the  -ray spectrum above 20 GeV/(1+z) (Pacciani et al. 2014),
expected as a result of -ray absorption by photon-photon pair production, in turn due
to the Lyman alpha line and recombination continuum produced in the broad line region
(Poutanen & Stern 2010).

� The radio- -ray connection (Jorstad et al. 2013) and polarization swings (Abdo et al.
2010) suggest that the low and high-energy emitting regions are located at larger dis-
tances, i.e. pc from the SMBH, in coincidence with the bright compactstructure at 43
GHz (the `core') observed by VLBA at millimeter wavelengths to be at the upstream end
of blazar jets.

� The short timescale variability (� minutes) observed in powerful -ray ares (e.g. 3C 279,
Ackermann et al. 2016) suggest very compact emitting regions at large distances from
the SMBH. In order to avoid having too compact a region (with the problem of  -ray
absorption due to �  pair production), the bulk Lorentz factor of the emitting region
must have a value close to or even larger than � = 50 (Begelman, Fabian & Rees 2008).
These values of � appear larger than any value inferred from measurements of superlumi-
nal motion in AGN. Therefore this extreme variability could indicate that ares occur in
subregions of the jet, thus requiring physical mechanisms alternative to di�usive shocks,
e�cient on very small spatial lengths (e.g. magnetic reconnection,turbulent cells).

What coordinated observing could reveal:

Where the high energy emission is produced and the responsible physical process in blazars is
still unknown mainly because of the di�culty in obtaining simultaneous data at di�erent epochs
and/or di�erent states for a large number of sources. The situation is even more complicated
when we consider that thesamesource can displaydi�erent behaviours in their  -ray activity
(e.g. 3C 454.3). In this respect, having long term monitoring of a sample of blazars in radio,
optical and  -rays, with at least a week sampling and simultaneity on day timescales, could add
important information about the duty cycle of the blob injection in the jet and the mechanism
responsible for the aring emission (see Figure 2).

2.1.2 Tidal disruption events

Whilst AGN in both �eld galaxies and in the centres of clusters appear at present to be fed
over relatively long (typically > human) timescales, the discovery of short-lived, high amplitude
aring in otherwise quiescent galaxies indicates the presence of tidal disruption events (TDEs)
where a star is torn apart by the strong tidal forces of the central SMBH (see Rees 1990 and
the review of Alexander 2012).
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Figure 3: From Bloom et al. (2011). SED of the jetted TDE, Swift J1644+57 2.9 days after
detection and created from the combination of measurements anddata from published circulars.
Clearly, any attempt to understand the energetics of such systems requires an extremely broad-
band view.

TDEs are traditionally divided into two subclasses of `jetted' and `non-jetted' (see the review
of Komossa et al. 2015). The latter are characterised by high-amplitude ares in the X-ray,
optical and UV. Those discovered in the X-rays (many by theROSAT all-sky survey, e.g. Bade
et al. 1996; Komossa & Greiner 1999), are characterised by soft X-ray luminosities in excess
of 1044 erg/s which fade according to the predicted t� 5=3 law (Rees 1988; Evans & Kochanek
1989). TDEs seen in the optical (by SDSS, Pan-STARRS and PalomarTransient Factory {
PTF) and UV bands (by GALEX ) have considerably softer emission (with are black-body
temperatures of 104 K rather than 105 K seen in X-ray TDEs) and can be distinguished from
supernovae by their characteristic lightcurves and SEDs.

The �rst (and to-date, best) example of a `jetted' TDE is that of Swift J164449.3+573451
(see Bloom et al. 2011, Figure 3). Discovered as a result of the source triggering the Swift
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT), the X-ray emission reached a remarkable 1048 erg/s equivalent
to � 1000� LEdd (where LEdd is the Eddington luminosity) for SMBH mass estimates of< 107

M � (Burrows et al. 2011; Bloom et al. 2011). Supported by the presence of bright, variable
radio emission (e.g. Zauderer et al. 2011) associated with synchrotron cooling, the favoured
explanation is that a TDE and resultant { likely super-Eddington { accretion ow triggered
the production of a jet (with geometric beaming of the X-ray emission by the wind - see King
2009 and Kara et al. 2016) - probably leading to an overestimate of the accretion rate.

It is worth noting that a recent result indicates that the adopted de�nition of TDEs as
`jetted' or `non-jetted' is probably misleading; radio jets have nowbeen detected from a `non-
jetted' event and are likely common to all TDEs at early times (van Velzen et al. 2016).



Figure 4: An example of the observing program coordinated aroundthe �rst Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT) observations of Sgr A*, across radio, sub-mm, IR, X-ray to VHE  -rays. Such
coverage is vital to probe the plasma conditions during the mm-VLBIimaging and constrain
quantities such as optical depth, in order to help with the modelling and interpretation, and
serves as an example of the levels of successful coordination thatcan be achieved by existing
means. It is worth noting that even in this well-coordinated campaign, there were substantial
challenges: notably the lack of advanced warning of observations required scheduling of ToOs
to ensure optimal (if not overlapping) coverage. Figure credit: Michael Johnson, on behalf of
the EHT Multiwavelength WG, used with permission of EHTC.

Predicted rates for TDEs are in the range 10� 4-10� 5 yr � 1galaxy� 1 (e.g. Esquej et al. 2008;
Luo et al. 2008; Gezari et al. 2008; Maksym et al. 2010; Khabibullin & Sazanov 2014; van
Velzen & Farrar 2014) although such rates can be boosted by galaxy mergers (e.g. Chen et
al. 2009). With the advent of new instruments such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) and their precursors, we can expect a generational leap inthe number of detections,
with multi-wavelength studies shining a light onto the processes behind these powerful events
(and which may allow such important developments as reverberationmapping of the central
regions of galaxies and understanding the launching mechanism for jets in this extreme accretion
regime).

What coordinated observing could reveal:

In order to study TDE jet formation (and how this compares between the thermal and non-
thermal subclasses) rapid multi-wavelength follow-up (within a few days) mainly in radio and
X-rays is required to study the initial phase of the event and the onset of the jet. In order
to study substructures in the lightcurve, simultaneity on sub-daytimescales is expected to be
required. Finally, it is important to stress the importance of long-term monitoring of TDEs
in order to identify the point at which the jet switches o� and how this connects with the
properties of the accretion ow (see Donnarumma & Rossi 2015).



2.1.3 Sgr A �

Our nearest SMBH, Sgr A* accretes at very low rates referred toas `quiescence' (around 10� 9

of its Eddington limit). Due to its proximity, studying this source can naturally provide us
with the best view of accretion at such rates (and may well be analogous to quiescence in
BHXRBs, see Connors et al. 2017, and the following section). Therehave been many multi-
wavelength studies of Sgr A* which shows both persistent emission and ares (that bring its
emission properties closer to those of other low luminosity AGN and quiescent black hole X-ray
binaries (BHXRBs), e.g. Marko� et al. 2015). The former is characterised by at/inverted,
optically-thick synchrotron emission typical of compact radio cores in AGN, rising more steeply
towards the mm/submm, with typically � 20% fractional ux variability in the cm/mm bands
(from the VLA, IRAM, Nobeyama and BIMA telescopes; see, e.g., Falcke et al. 1998), typical
of other self-absorbed, low-luminosity AGN cores (Ho et al. 1999),while the quiescent thermal
X-ray ux has been stable since its discovery almost 20 years ago (see e.g. Genzel et al. 2010,
Yuan & Narayan 2014). This thermal component originates near the Bondi radius and has
been resolved on scales of� 105 rg (where rg = GM=c2 and M is the mass of the black hole in
SI units; Wang et al. 2013).

At frequencies above the so-called `submm bump' (Falcke et al. 1998), the spectrum becomes
optically-thin and turns over, revealing a continuous range of variability in the two available
windows of the IR and X-ray bands. X-ray observations show roughly daily non-thermal ares
with amplitudes from a few to hundreds of times the quiescent value.While X-ray ares
are always associated with ares in the IR, some IR ares arenot associated with ares in
the X-rays. This can be explained by the quiescent non-thermal emission of Sgr A* falling
below the quiescent thermal ux from larger scales, which e�ectively blankets any smaller
X-ray ares. Generally the IR/X-ray ares are simultaneous, although new campaigns with
Spitzer (Hora et al. in prep.) call this into question. There are only two viable mechanisms to
explain the ares: direct synchrotron emission from the same population of particles creating
the submm bump, or IC (either SSC or from another photon �eld). Despite several multi-
wavelength campaigns, it has been a persistent challenge to obtain the kind of high-quality,
simultaneous submm/IR/X-ray observations during a are that would determine once-and-for-
all which mechanism is responsible. For instance, based on non-simultaneous ares, Dibi et
al. (2014) showed that the most physical model would be synchrotron emission. Conversely,
recent studies of the statistical properties of the ares in the IR/X-rays (Witzel et al. 2012,
Dodds-Eden et al. 2011, Neilsen et al. 2015) show two di�erent distribution functions, which
would argue against such a simple scenario (Dibi et al. 2016). Interestingly, the �rst full Event
Horizon Telescope observations in 2017 were coordinated with bothIR and X-ray observations
(see Figure 4), and one moderate X-ray are was detected simultaneously with both theChandra
X-ray observatoryand NuSTAR, which may help to �nally pinpoint the are origin and emission
mechanisms.

What coordinated observing could reveal: As stated above, it has been a persistent

challenge to obtain high-quality, simultaneous sub-mm/IR/X-ray observations during a are
to unambiguously determine their origin. The required simultaneity is� hour, however, unlike
other sources where there are populations available to study, SgrA* is unique and presents
unique challenges. Notably, various instruments located around the world have to wait for
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Figure 5: Cross-correlation functions of GX 339-4 constructed from simultaneous observations
in X-rays (RXTE) and either optical (r' band, left, taken from Gandhi et al. 2008)or IR (Ks
band, right, taken from Casella et al. 2010). A positive delay (in these cases peaking at� 100-
150 ms) implies that the optical/IR emission lags that in the X-rays (the insets show a zoom-in
in order to clearly illustrate the delay). Whilst the two campaigns werenot simultaneous, the
IR/X-ray campaign on this (BH)LMXB identi�ed sub-second variabilit y from the jet, while
the optical/X-ray campaign identi�ed the presence of multiple emitting components varying on
di�erent timescales. Such campaigns and analysis are vital for determining the interplay and
geometry of the accretion ow in such systems (see also Uttley & Casella 2014)

the Earth's rotation to bring Sgr A� into view which may take longer than a typical are
duration (e.g. the source is not visible by Keck and VLA in the same visibility window making
simultaneity in those bands challenging to obtain).

2.2 Compact object binaries

Given the hundreds of billions of stars within the Milky Way, we should expect hundreds of
millions of compact objects resulting from gravitational collapse at the end of a star's lifetime:
stellar mass black holes (BHs), neutron stars (NSs) and white dwarfs (WDs). Whilst many
of these may be isolated (van den Heuvel 1992), bright X-ray emission with characteristic
temperatures consistent with an accretion disc around compact objects with masses typically
< 12 M� (Reid et al. 2014) provides overwhelming evidence for the presenceof actively accreting
systems.

2.2.1 Black hole binaries

The majority of transient black hole X-ray binaries (BHXRBs) have low mass donor stars (the
systems can be referred to as low-mass X-ay binaries: (BH)LMXBs) and enter occasional out-



bursts lasting weeks-months, likely triggered by a thermal-viscousdisc instability (for a recent
review see Lasota 2015 and the review of Done, Gierli�nski & Kubota 2007 for observational
details). Most (but not all, e.g. Smith et al. 2001) sources appear tofollow a similar track
in X-ray spectral hardness (the ratio of uxes between hard andsoft bands) and accretion
rate/brightness, referred to as a hardness-intensity diagram (HID, e.g. Maccarone & Coppi
2003; Fender, Belloni & Gallo 2004; Belloni & Motta 2016). It is thought that similar spectral
states are also present in AGN (see K•ording Jester & Fender 2006; Middleton et al. 2007; Jin et
al. 2011) although the evolutionary timescales are expected to be far longer (typically decades
or more) making studies of analogous evolution impractical.

Upon outburst, a given (BH)LMXB will rise up the `hard branch' of the HID where the X-ray
spectrum is dominated by hard power-law emission up to very high (hundreds of keV) energies
due to Comptonisation by hot, free electrons (possibly a combination of thermal and non-
thermal populations) reaching Eddington ratios of up to� 70%. In this radiatively ine�cient
state, X-ray emission from the accretion disc is weak (see Wilkinson &Uttley 2009) but due to
reprocessing of coronal photons in the outer disc, the optical emission can be substantial (see
e.g. van Paradijs 1981; van Paradijs & McClintock 1994; Gierli�nski,Done & Page 2009; Curran,
Chaty & Zurita Heras 2012). Steady, compact jets (probably withbulk Lorentz factors, � < 2:
Fender, Homan & Belloni 2009) are known to accompany this accretion state and are identi�ed
via synchrotron cooling of relativistic electrons and emit across several orders of magnitude in
frequency (e.g. Russell et al. 2014). The jet spectrum is thoughtto evolve, with the break
from optically thick (synchrotron self-absorbed) to optically thin moving as a function of time
and spectral state as the electron population cools (e.g. Russell et al. 2014) whilst strictly
simultaneous observations have revealed that the optically-thick to thin break can be variable
on timescales of minutes to hours (Gandhi et al. 2011) and does notfollow simple jet scalings
(Russell et al. 2013). From the brightest hard states, a source will transition to an intermediate
state (hard then soft) where the relative fraction of direct X-ray emission from the disc increases
and the power-law emission softens. At some point, the jet transitions to high bulk Lorentz
factors (typically quoted as � � 2-5, see Vadawale et al. 2003; Fender, Belloni & Gallo 2004 but
also Fender et al. 2003; Miller-Jones et al. 2006) and can be spatially resolved as synchrotron
emitting ejecta (e.g. Mirabel & Rodriguez 1994) which are brighter than the hard state jets and
evolve according to adiabatic expansion. When such jets are produced, the source is termed a
`microquasar' (it is thought that most BHXRBs probably enter sucha state). Eventually the
source enters the softest state where the disc emission dominates, and the power-law becomes
at (in log �F � vs log � space) and non-thermal (extending beyond several hundred keV:
Gierli�nski et al. 1999; McConnell et al. 2000). In this state, powerful winds are found to be
present via X-ray absorption lines (Miller et al. 2006; Neilsen & Lee 2009; Ponti et al. 2012)
and it has been suggested that such mass loss may hinder the production of jets which are
observed to be absent (although see Wu et al. 2001; Homan et al. 2016). Typically over the
course of months (commensurate with the viscous timescale of theoutermost radius of the
disc), the source decays in the soft state down to a few percent of the Eddington limit (derived
from the X-ray luminosity, see Maccarone 2003) before returninginto faint counterparts of the
intermediate and hard states.

Whilst the presence of a radiative inow (be it ine�cient or e�cient) via a disc and the
launching of jets/winds is well established, the interplay between these di�erent physical aspects



of accretion is still not entirely clear. However, in the X-ray hard state, the tight correlation
between radiative jet power, X-ray luminosity and black hole mass - and which extends from
BHXRBs through to AGN (the fundamental plane) - indicates that the inow and (in this
case collimated) outow are causally connected (see Merloni, Heinz &Di Matteo 2003; Falcke,
K•ording & Marko� 2004; Plotkin et al. 2012). The correlation between the variability of the
inow (via observations in the X-ray band) and of the jet (seen in radio-optical - see Figure
5) con�rm a causal connection (see Kanbach et al. 2001; Gandhi et al. 2008, 2010; Casella
et al. 2010) with anti-correlated optical/X-ray behaviour observed on timescales of� 1-10 s
interpreted as arising from SSC in a central hot ow (Kanbach et al.2001, Gandhi et al. 2010,
Durant et al. 2008, 2011, Veledina et al. 2011, Pahari et al. 2017).In addition to `broad-band'
variability, more coherent timing features in the form of quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs)
have been detected at low frequencies (< 1 Hz) in the optical and IR bands during outbursts
(often simultaneous with X-ray QPOs); whilst relatively under-studied, these QPOs can provide
important clues to the dynamics and structure of the hot ow (Hynes et al. 2003, Gandhi 2009,
Kalamkar et al. 2016, Ingram et al. 2016, 2017; Veledina et al. 2015). Although the sample
size remains small (see the section on ULXs) it has been proposed that the more powerful,
discrete ejections (also called ballistic jets), launched during the transition from the hard to the
soft state and detected in the radio band, are powered by `tapping' the black hole spin (via the
Blandford-Znajek e�ect: Blindfold & Znajek 1977; see Steiner et al. 2013 and McClintock et
al. 2014 for the observational results), the latter measured by X-ray techniques (see Middleton
2016 for a review). Whilst this is still debated (see Russell et al. 2013), multi-wavelength
observations are of great importance for determining (either directly or indirectly) how such
jets are launched.

Between outbursts, the mass accretion rate is typically orders ofmagnitude lower (such that
L � 10� 6� LEdd) and, as with the accretion ow onto Sgr A� , is termed `quiescent'. At such
rates, the accretion ow is thought to be cooled via advection or outows (or a combination).
In practice, the very faint X-ray emission detected in such statesrequires that at least some
of the energy intrinsic to the accretion ow is released, but the manner in which this occurs
is unknown with suggestions ranging from radiatively ine�cient jets (Fender, Gallo & Jonker
2003) to strong outowing winds (Blandford & Begelman 1999). Theproblem is compounded,
as the vast majority of quiescent BHXRBs emit at levels impractical for study, and so there
is little observational evidence to distinguish between competing models. V404 Cygni is one
notable exception having a ux> 1000 times higher at X-ray and radio energies (even though
typically at 1� 10� 6 LEdd) than the average of the population due to its proximity (2.4 kpc:
Miller-Jones et al. 2009) and relatively long orbital period (155.3hrs,e.g. Casares & Jonker
2014). Full multi-wavelength coverage of this source is possible, allowing the properties of the
emission to be well-studied and its origin determined. The most complete multi-wavelength
analysis of V404 Cygni in quiescence (Hynes et al. 2009) has revealed that the X-ray (0.3-10
keV) band is entirely dominated by a power-law component with a photon-index> 2 (consistent
with all other analyses) whilst at radio frequencies, the emission is a at power-law (i.e. the ux,
S� / � alpha where � = 0 in this case). Although the position of the break from synchrotron
self-absorbed to optically thin has not been constrained in quiescence due to contamination
by the sub-giant companion star (Gallo et al. 2007, although it has been constrained in the
decay of the hard state: Russell et al. 2013), this may suggest that the emission originates



in synchrotron cooling either in an outow generated in the advection-dominated accretion
ow (ADAF: Ichimaru 1977; Narayan & Yi 1994; 1995) or in a (radiatively ine�cient) jet
(e.g. Fender, Gallo & Jonker 2003). Multi-wavelength studies of thissource in outburst are
discussed in detail in Section 4. Another source that can be well studied in quiescence is the
Galactic (BH)LMXB A0620-00 (e.g. Gallo et al. 2007), which is the lowest luminosity black
hole studied other than Sgr A* (see preceding sub-section). Evencloser than V404 Cygni (� 1
kpc) it seems to behave in very similar manner to Sgr A*, and the samemass-scaled model
can �t both sources (Connors et al. 2017), providing clues to the emission mechanisms and
indicating a weakening of particle acceleration e�ciency at low accretion rates. The presence
of thermal synchrotron originating near the black hole in quiescence (see also Shahbaz et al.
2013), similar to Sgr A� 's submm bump, may be the signature of the jet base or magnetised
corona, revealed by the lack of an e�ciently accelerated populationof electrons (i.e. a power
law of emission).

What coordinated observing could reveal:

The now robust evidence for variability in the accretion ow (studiedin the X-rays) being
transferred into and along the outows (observed at longer wavelengths: Eikenberry et al.
1998; Casella et al. 2010; Gandhi et al. 2010; Lasso-Cabrera & Eikenberry 2013) will make
simultaneous, high time resolution, multi-wavelength monitoring of BHXRBs a powerful tool
to study disc-jet coupling, providing strong constraints on the jet launching mechanisms. The
timescales we need to investigate are typically those of viscous propagation into the jet whilst
the evolution of the jet spectrum will be determined by the cooling timescale (which may
be that for thermally driven adiabatic expansion and so depend on the position from the
jet launching/acceleration zone). The fastest viscous timescalesin BHXRBs (those at the
ISCO) can be extremely short (of the order of seconds or less), whilst time/phase lags between
physical components can be even shorter (milliseconds or less). Tostudy the geometry via the
transfer function (see the review of Uttley et al. 2014) is therefore extremely challenging in
these objects (although not necessarily in AGN where timescales are longer - see Reynolds et
al. 1999) however, determining the energeticcouplingbetween physical components is already
possible should e�ective simultaneity be achieved.

2.2.2 Neutron star binaries

As with BHXRBs, the radio emission from accreting neutron star binaries (NSXRBs) traces
outows in the form of a jet and is correlated with the X-ray emissionfrom the accretion ow
(Migliari & Fender 2006). However, there are some indications thatthe radio/X-ray correlation
has a steeper index for neutron stars than for black holes (Migliariet al. 2003, 2006; Tetarenko
et al. 2016), which has been interpreted as the di�erence betweenradiatively e�cient (neutron
star) versus non-e�cient (black hole) accretion (Fender & Kuulkers 2001; Migliari et al. 2006;
Deller et al. 2015). Whereas in BHXRBs, the radio emission from a steady jet is quenched
in the soft X-ray spectral state, a few neutron star (NS)LMXBsare still detected in the radio
band during their soft states (Migliari et al. 2004), although in somecases the radio emission is
strongly suppressed compared to hard X-ray spectral states (Miller-Jones et al. 2010; Migliari
et al. 2011).

Quasi-simultaneous X-ray and optical/IR observations of (NS)LMXBs show that the lu-



minosity in the di�erent wavebands is correlated over many orders of magnitude in X-ray
luminosity (Russell et al. 2006; Maitra & Bailyn 2008; Zhu et al. 2012, see also Figure 6). The
functional shape of these correlations suggest that in most (NS)LMXBs the optical/IR emission
during hard X-ray spectral states is dominated by X-ray reprocessing (e.g. van Paradijs 1981;
van Paradijs & McClintock 1994), with possible contributions from the jets (at high luminosity)
and the viscously-heated disc (Russell et al. 2006). Di�erent types of X-ray outbursts appear
to result in di�erent correlations between the optical/IR and X-ray emission, suggesting funda-
mental di�erences in the accretion ow morphology (Maitra et al. 2008). In some (NS)LMXBs,
the correlation between the optical/IR and X-ray bands is more similar to black hole systems
(see Gandhi et al. 2008, 2010; Casella et al. 2010) and has been interpreted as evidence of
radiatively-ine�cient accretion in some (NS)LMXBs, e.g. due to the magnetic �eld propelling
material away (Patruno et al. 2016).

A small number of (NS)LMXBs have been found to display prominent -ray emission. This
mostly concerns members of a sub-class of neutron star that areable to transition into a radio
pulsar during non-accreting states (Hill et al. 2011; Stappers et al. 2014; de Ona Wilhelmi et
al. 2016). When these objects shine brightly in -rays (they are simultaneously radio bright
due to a compact jet), they are analogous to a (NS)LMXB but with amuch lower X-ray
luminosity than is commonly seen for active systems. This has led to the suggestion that the
 -rays are generated by shocks formed when the accretion stream runs into the neutron star
magnetosphere (Papitto, Torres & Li 2014; Papitto & Torres 2015) that likely truncates the
accretion disc (Patruno et al. 2014).

What coordinated observing could reveal:

Performing simultaneous multi-wavelength observations of (NS)LMXBs would be a very
powerful tool to further our understanding of the dynamics of the accretion disc and associated
outows, the possible interaction between the magnetic �eld of theNS and the disc, and
how the accretion morphology is changing as the accretion rate drops. For instance, cross-
correlating X-ray, UV, optical and near-IR light curves would provide the opportunity to search
for correlations and delays between di�erent wavelengths, which isa powerful tool to understand
the origin of the di�erent emission components (Russell et al. 2006;Maitra et al. 2008; Ryko�
et al. 2010; Bernardini et al. 2013, 2016; Patruno et al. 2016). The typical timescales involved
range from seconds to weeks. Furthermore, (NS)LMXBs may show repeating type-I X-ray
bursts, resulting from unstable nuclear burning of the material accreted onto the NS surface
(for reviews see Lewin et al. 1995; Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006). Such bright X-ray ashes have
a typical duration of seconds{minutes (although some can last as long as hours), can repeat
up to every few hours, and lead to optical/UV bursts that are likely due to reprocessing of the
X-ray emission in the accretion ow (Hackwell et al. 1979; Matsuokaet al. 1984; Hynes et al.
2006). Simultaneous (on sub-second timescales) measurements of the direct type-I X-ray burst
emission and its reprocessed optical/UV signature will be a powerfultool to understand the
accretion geometry and disc structure, whilst studying changes associated with thedisruption
of the accretion ow due to type I bursts (requiring simultaneity onthe timescales of the bursts)
will also provide valuable insights (see e.g. Maccarone & Coppi 2003; Keek, Wolf & Ballantyne
2016).
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Figure 6: SED of the Galactic (NS)LMXB IGR J17062-6143, constructed from non-
simultaneous Magellan near-IR (J, H, K), Faulkes optical (g', r', I'), Swift optical/UV (b,
u, uvw1, uvw2, um2),XMM-Newton soft X-ray and NuSTAR hard X-ray (purple curve) obser-
vations. TheSwift UV/optical observations were obtained at di�erent epochs and illustrate the
level of variability that is present on day-month timescales. Such variability causes di�cultly in
accurate SED modelling and emphasises the need for simultaneous multi-wavelength observa-
tions. The SED model shown in this plot consists of several components: black body emission
(from the NS surface) and disc reection in soft X-rays (blue dashed curve), a non-thermal
power-law at hard X-rays (orange dashed curve), and an irradiated disc at UV-optical-near-
IR wavelengths (red solid curve). This plot was adapted from Hern�andez Santisteban et al
(submitted). Credit: Juan Hern�andez Santisteban.
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Figure 7: From Tam et al. (2004): unabsorbed X-ray ux and near-IR (Gemimi/CFHT) decay
of 1E 2259+586 as a function of time (see also Woods et al. 2004 fromwhich the RXTE data
was obtained).



Figure 8: Simultaneous Radio and X-ray pulse pro�les of the Galactic center magnetar SGR
J1745-2900 (from Pennucci et al. 2015). In order to understand the emission geometry by mea-
suring phase shifts in the pulse-pro�les at di�erent wavelengths, strict simultaneity is required.

2.2.3 Isolated Neutron Stars

Half a century since the discovery of the �rst pulsar, and with the advent of new radio to TeV
facilities, our view of the neutron star population has changed considerably. Steady and pulsed
emission from isolated neutron stars are detected at all bands, and despite being allegedly stable
clocks, they instead show very large bursts and ares. In our Galaxy, these ares are second in
brightness only to supernova explosions. Below we will review the multi-wavelength properties
of the magnetar class (the most magnetic neutron stars; B� 1014� 15 G), since they are the
neutron star class that shows the most frequent and energetic transient events. Other transient
events within the isolated neutron star class from which multi-band emission has been searched
(without success thus far) include the Crab pulsar ares (discovered and detected only in the
GeV band), pulsar giant pulses (observed mostly in radio), and the fast radio bursts (detected
only in radio so far; although not yet conclusively associated to young isolated neutron stars
or indeed to any other class of source).

Strongly magnetised neutron stars ormagnetars(recognised in the soft gamma repeater -
SGR - and anomalous X-ray pulsar - AXP - classes) show large ares at high energies (hard X-
rays to soft  -rays), often confused with short gamma-ray bursts until theirrepetition unveiled
a di�erent nature (see the reviews of Mereghetti 2008; Rea & Esposito 2011; Turolla, Zane &
Watts 2015). Magnetar transient activity may be divided into di�erent types: a) ares { usually
further subdivided into short, intermediate and giant ares, depending on the timescales (from
ms to minutes), the energetics (from 1038 erg/s up to 1047 erg/s), and the presence of a tail
modulated by the pulsar rotation; and b) large outbursts where the persistent source emission
can increase by several orders of magnitude. Flares and outbursts can be di�erentiated based
on duration, lasting less than one minute for the ares, months-to-years for outbursts, and peak
luminosities: between 1038 erg/s and 1042 erg/s for ares and up to 1036 erg/s for the outbursts
(for a total energy release during each outburst of� 1041� 43 erg).

Magnetar outbursts are probably caused by large scale rearrangements of the surface/magnetospheric



�eld, either accompanied or triggered by plastic motion of the neutron-star crust. These events
may result in renewed magnetospheric activity (through the interaction between escaping pho-
tons from the surface and electrons moving in the strong magnetic�eld) and the appearance
of additional hot spots on the neutron-star surface, both of which may lead to spectral changes
during outbursts, pulse-pro�le variability, and di�erent cooling patterns. On the other hand,
bursts and ares may (or may not) also be connected to an internal magnetic �eld instability
that then causes large magnetospheric rearrangement.

Magnetar ares are so fast and unpredictable that we have no clueabout their multi-band
spectrum except in the soft and hard X-ray bands where most of the all-sky monitors work. In
fact, for giant ares { which are the most energetic and long-lived aring events { we lack any
simultaneous information about their spectra below 15 keV. Conversely, the outburst { lasting
months/years { is more easily followed in di�erent bands. By following these outbursts, we
now know that the optical and IR emission of these sources are greatly enhanced, and often
follow the X-ray outburst decay evolution (Tam et al. 2004 - Figure 7). On the other hand,
in a few systems, radio pulsed emission is also excited during outburst(Camilo et al. 2006).
Unfortunately, the typically very slow (> day) radio and optical/IR follow-up after an outburst
trigger, and often the limitation in the monitoring availability in such low energy bands, is
hampering our understanding of the exact physics occurring in these sources.

What coordinated observing could reveal:

Simultaneous radio-X-ray monitoring of magnetar outbursts might�nally reveal the timescale
for the radio activation of radio magnetars following the outburst trigger (Rea & Esposito 2011),
shedding light on the connection to normal radio pulsar mechanisms.Currently the activation
of the radio pulsed emission following the outburst of a magnetar is constrained to have a min-
imum delay of about one week after the X-ray activation, and a maximum delay of about a few
months, but it may well depend on the particular source and its magnetospheric con�guration,
as well as on the sensitivity and spanning of the observations. The radio and X-ray observa-
tions, if obtained with strict simultaneously, are crucial to understand the emission geometry
by measuring any phase shifts in the pulse-pro�les in the di�erent energy bands (see Figure 8).
On the other hand, IR-optical coverage (with coordination between bands on the timescales of
a few days) will instead help address the long standing issue of the presence (or lack thereof)
of supernova fossil discs around magnetars (Turolla, Zane & Watts 2015), and the possible
synchrotron or re-processed nature of the IR and optical emission.

2.2.4 White dwarf binaries

Accreting white dwarfs (AWDs) are ideal accretion laboratories asthey are numerous, bright
and harbour a wide variety of accretion ow geometries. In addition, they do not su�er from
strong relativistic e�ects and are therefore not as complex as BH or NSXRBs. AWDs also
emit across an incredibly broad energy range from the radio through to  -rays with their key
system components emitting most of their radiation in distinct wavebands. The last point
is critical: it means that multi-wavelength observations allow us to isolate and dissect the
accretion ows in these systems. However, all AWDs are variable (showing ickering, orbital
variations, superhumps etc.), and the majority are transients (undergoing dwarf nova and nova
outbursts).






































































